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UCF will face UNC in the first round
of the NCAA tournament - SEE SPORTS, As
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SMOKING

HEAVY SMOKERS_
CAUSES

Q TTING

•

Michigan's Tobacco Quit Line has quit
' due to the volume of calls.The hot
line began last week
and offered free
products to help quit
smoking or chewing
tobacco. More than
65,000 people called in
five days. The line will
now be down until Oct.
1 because they ran out
offree products.
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A UCF researcher is
testing global wanning
on crickets - SEE NEWS,A2

Students chrunpion Green Fee
Newly
installed
solar panels
line the side
of the
Engineering I
building.
These panels
are part of a
campus-wide
solar project
to reduce

Statewide campaign aims .f or Legislature
AMANDA WELCH
News Editor

The next few weeks will
determine whether the student-backed Green Fee will
be realized at UCF in 2010.
UCF students voted )ast
spring in support of the 75
cents-per-credit-hour fee,
which would gross about
$450,000 per semester for

sustainability projects on
campus.
Luis Benedetto, a senior .
legal studies major, has
been spearheading UCF's
efforts to get the bill into the
Florida Legislature this session.
"Sustainability
and
renewable energy has been
led by the youth in general,
and it's so important that

we finally create the opportunity and show our leaders
that we are willing to share
the brunt of the cost to
make these changes happen," he said
· Benedetto and University of Florida graduate
Zachary Keith have been
leading the statewide camPLEASE SEE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~ energycosts.
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SENATOR ON A6

Library
will add
20PCsto
first floor

ANIMALS

WHERE THE
WILD THINGS

ARE

Wildlife officials in Florida and Miami
Metrozoo are holding their fifth
annual Non-native Pet Amnesty Day
on Saturday.Owners of exotic pets
are allowed to tum them in without
facing the usual fines and other
penalties for violating the state's
wildlife laws.The day gives owners
an alternative to releasing the
animals into the ecosystem.
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Construction will
increase study space,,
JOHANNA STEWART
Staff Writer

Above: Members of ~ tholic
Campus Ministry a, F
sort through donati s in
the warehouse of · vest
Time lntemationa •

m

.,

PHOTOS COURTESYTRACY ALLEN

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

1

C hanges to t he UCF Main
Library could mean more study
space for the 36,000 students that
visit the facility during the fall and
spring semesters.
The library will add 20 computers to the first floor, increasing
the current supply from approximately 250 computers, according
to Frank Allen, associate director
for administrative services at the
library.
Reanna Bruessel, a freshman
hospitality major, uses the
library's computers once or twice

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LEARN TO RESET
YOUR BREATHING
AND RELIEVE STRESS

.

The Faculty Center for Teaching
and Leaming will be hosting a
"resetting" your breathing session
today at 4 p.m.The session will
take place in the Classroom 1
Building in Room 207.

PLEASE SEE

AUTOMATIC ON AS

Above: Daniel Angel plants flowers with a
resident outside one of the six homes
located at Bishop Grady Villas in St. Cloud.
Right: Scott Chuchla, Chelsy Tracz,
Christina Gauthreaux and Will Mahler
apply a second coat of varnish to some
outdoor benches at St.James Cathedral.
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LOCAL & STATE,A2

Administrators are working on future plans to
remodel, rebuild and add to the UCF Main Library.

BOARD OKS RULES
FOR ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE

I ..,

The State Board of Education has
adopted rules for teaching English
as a second language in Florida's
schools.The panel approved the
rules Tuesday although some say
the standards are outdated.

NATION & WORLD, A4

EX-19705 RADICAL
FREED FROM PRISON,
SERVED 7VEARS

I •

Sara Jane Olson, the '70s radical
who assumed a new identity as a
Minnesota housewife while
spending time as a fugitive, was
released from prison on Tuesday, a
corrections spokeswoman said.
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Catholic students stay local for spring break service
ABBY MORESHEAD
Contributing Writer

S

ince so many student volunteers were already heading to
New Orleans this spring break, Catholic Campus Ministry
at UCF decided this year to volunteer locally.
From serving meals to picking citrus, about 12 students
a day worked various jobs at area charities, according to
CCM Service Chair Dan Angel
This is the third year that Kelle Lyons, a senior religious
studies major, has volunteered over spring break. She traveled
to other states and other countries to volunteer during previous
spring breaks, but said she liked staying in the area this year
because it didn't require as much fundraising and was more
laid-back.
"We got to serve during the day and then just have the freedom of hanging out together, without having to worry about
school afterwards,'' Lyons said.
CCM students spent one of their days volunteering at the
Society of St Andrew, a national hunger relief organization.
The Society of St. Andrew provides fresh produce to the poor
through the work of volunteers who get surplus produce from
fields.
Barbara Sayles, the director of the Society of St. Andrew in
Florida. said that CCM students picked approximately 4,000
pounds of citrus, which will help feed 12,000 people.
''They were a great group ofkids,'' Sayles said "It was a wonderful experience."
PLEASE SEE

VOLUNTEERS ON A3

'We hod so much
fun the whole
week. Like, you
.don't hove to go
party or go to
the beach or
whatever to
hove o good
time over your
break.'
-DAN ANGEL
CCM SERVICE CHAIR

New science
grad school
program
considered
NATALIE MORERA
Editor-in-Chief

Students may have a new
option when considering graduate school at UCF.
UCF is now looking to add
professional science master's programs to some graduate degree
tracks.
"People want them; they want
to take them," said Patricia Bishop,
vice provost and dean of the College of Graduate Studies.
The professional science
master's programs, or PSMs, ·are
degrees designed to let students
receive training in science or
mathematics while developing
workplace skills.
According to Bishop, PSMs are
designed to be like terminal
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AROUND

UCF biologist
experiments
with exposing
crickets to global
warming temps

CAMPUS

News and rwtices for
the UCF community

learn to reset your breathing
The Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning will
be hosting a "resetting"
your breathing session.
Participants are encouraged to bring mats or any
other item they want to lie
, down on, a pillow or a
blanket.
The session takes place
today at 4 p.m. in Classroom 1 in Room 207.
There is limited space
' due to the nature of the
• exercise so participants
should RSVP.
For more information
contact Tace Crouse at
407-823-3544 or by e-mail
at fctl@mail.ucf.edu

Will you be studying abroad?
:

!
'
,
'

If so, the Office of International Studies and Office
of Diversity Initiatives is
hosting a Cultural Orientation to inform those students.
Topics include student
expectations, diversity and
adapting. The session will
take place on Thursday
from 12:30 p.m. at the
Rosen College Room 102R.
For more information
or toRSVP contact Dianna
Wilson-Mosley
at
studyabroad@mail.ucf.edu
or call 407-882-2300.

Senate meeting Thursday
On Thursday at 7 p.m.
, in the Key West Ballroom
, the Student Government
; Association Senate will be
meeting. Students can
learn about how the senate
• works and also express
: c~mcerns about the university.
For more information
contact SGA President
Brian Peterson at 407-8231054.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Board adopts rules for
English as a second language
TALLLAHASSEE
The State Board of Education has adopted rules for
teaching English as a second language in Florida's
schools.
The panel approved
the . rules
Tuesday
although some university
professors and language
minority advocates said
they include outdated
standards.
Lori Rodriguez, who
oversees programs for
English learners in the
· Department of Education,
said the standards are
under review and revisions may be presented
for approval before or
during the next school
year.
She refused, though, to
concede the present standards are outdated. ·
The board couldn't
delay the rules until after
the review due to a deadline for their adoption set
by the Legislature.

Cat Cora partners with

Disney to open restaurant

•
•

LAKE BUENA VISTA
- Disney World has a
new cat in town.
Celebrity chef Cat
Cora is partnering with
the Orlando area theme
park to open a new
Mediterranean-style
restaurant.
Kouzzina, to be owned
and operated by Disney, is
scheduled to open by fall
2009 on Disney's BoardWalk in the space currently occupied by Spoodles.
Cora, who is the only
female Iron Chef on Food
Network's hit show "Iron
Chef America~" grew up
in a . -family of Greek
restaurateurs.
She says ·the new
restaurant will feature
"time-honored
recipes
passed down from my
ancestors, as well as my
favorite
Greek
and
Mediterranean dishes that
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

AMANDA WELCH
News Editor

After receiving a grant from the
U.S. Department of Energy, biologist
Wade Winterhalter brought 2,400
crickets to UCF to study how global
warming might affect them in the
future.
While in college, Winterhalter
studied crickets so he said they were
a natural choice for him to use. But
since crickets are ectothermic they control their body temperatures based on environmental conditions-they are especially suitable
for the experiment, he said.
The study examines key events
µi the crickets' life cycles, and has
been in full swing since January.
CFF: You're exposing these
crickets to different temperatures to see how global warming
is going to affect them. Are you
going to use information to see
how it affects other animals as
well?
Well, the sort of limit of the project is the crickets themselves, so the
focus of the project is the crickets the sort of long-term strategy - is
basically to figure out how to apply
these global warming models to living organisms, and we chose to do a
creature that we know has a strong
influence by temperature...
The thought is if we can figure
out what the crickets are going do
we can sort of take that methodology and apply it to other ectotherms:
lizards, snakes, possibly plants.
Once we have an idea of what the
bottom of the food chain is going to
do, we can predict what creatures
further up the food chain are going
to do as well. And eventually, as we
move up that chain, we'll get to
humans.
CFF: You received a grant of
$860,000 from the Department
of Energy. Would you be able to
do this without that grant?
Oh no, definitely not, most of the
money from that grant went to
equipment. We, purchased 12 incubators - th~was a substantial
amount of
ey. And we have
thousands and · ousands of crickets
that need to be cared for every other
day.
CFF: How many crickets?
There are twelve populations
and there are probably right now
200 individuals in each. ...
CFF:
Do
the
crickets'
environments represent different geographic areas, or just different time periods?
So we have twelve different populations. [Draws a diagram.]
CFF: This is concentrating on the
United States?
Yep, Eastern United States. And
we have four different latitudes that
we sample: 35 degrees, 37 degrees,
39 degrees, 41.
CFF: Up the East Coast.
Yep. So we have South Carolina,
Virginia, North Carolina, maybe a
little into southern West Virginia,
northern West Virginia, southern
Ohio and then northern Ohio. From
each of these four areas we have
three populations.
CFF: And you went out in a
car and just collected them?
Yep, I rented an SUV and just
drove around looking for crickets.
Basically up and down 1-77 and
drove around collecting crickets,
threw them in these boxes and collected eggs out of them.
Then I bring those guys back into
the lab, and I spend one generation
growing the crickets under, everybody gets the exact same conditions....
This year we're doing 2025 conditions and 2050 conditions. So basically we went to the global warming
models and said, "What are the temperature conditions going to be for
latitude 39 in 2025?" 39 is like southern Ohio, northern West Virginia.
And then we just program this incubator to do the exact same temperatures that this model says the crickets are going to experience. And we
throw the crickets in there and see
how they respond to those.
CFF: What model are you

PARTLY
CLOUDY

High:79°
Low:59°
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Wade Winterhalter, a research scientist at UCF, is exploring the effect of global wanning on a cricket's life.

using?
We use a type of model called the
Atmospheric Oceanic General Circulating Model, AOGCM's. Al Gore
and that International Panel on Climate Control won the Nobel Prize a
couple years back... It's sort of the
most sophisticated, it's the best, it's
the one these guys use.
CFF: Do .temperatures generally get warmer from the years
2000, to 2025 and to 2050?
These first three years that we're
simulating, there is not a whole lot
of difference. The big changes in
temperatures are actually predicted
by this particular model that we're
using around 2060.
CFF: And when are you going
to start exposing the crickets to
that?
So next January what we'll do is,
we'll do 2000 again, and we'll do
2062 and 2084, or something like
that.
'
CFF: Why did you choose those
years?
Basically we looked at the predictions of the global warming
model and, you know, temperatures,
basically temperatures kind of go
like this. [Draws a rough graph.]
CFF: They go up and down?
They eventually go up, but the
general pattern is sort of up [and
down].
The :f irst thought was, "Well we'll
just do, you know, 2025, 2050, 2060,
2080 and maybe 2100." The problem
is, sometimes, let's say we pick 2060:
That was actually a period where it
was a little bit cooler, and 2025 might
have been a time where it was a little bit higher. And so now our
results would look like, "Oh, it's
actually going to get worse in 2025
than it is in 2060." So I kind ofpicked
years that are all on the upswing so
that we got this--when we look
across our things--we got a nice
smooth curve instead one that
bounces all the way up and down.
CFF: Why did you pick the
highest temperature predictions?
Is this kind of a worst-case scenario?
Yeah it's sort of a worst-case scenario. And so the thought is if we
chose the most severe changes that
are predicted by these models, then
we'll be able to back-calculate if
changes aren't so bad. But if we
chose something in the middle or if
we chose the least amount of
change that's predicted by these
models, it's going to be real difficult
to sort of forward-cast what that
would be.
So the nice thing about this: Ifthe
crickets are able to do well under
these conditions, then they should
have no problem with projected
global warming. And if they don't do
well then we can sort of back-calculate how they would do ifconditions
don't change as severely.
CFF: Why did you choose the

striped ground cricket as
opposed to other species of ani-

mal?
I chose it because I have familiarity with it. The reason why the
Department of Energy, my guess is
why they thought that this was a
good system to use, [is because this
cricket is] widespread, so it experiences all sorts of temperature conditions under current conditions. So,
it's in the South, it's in the North, it's
in the West. This cricket already has
to deal with large apiounts of temperature variation. ...
The downside of these is that
they're crickets and not a lot of people care about them. If we were
doing some sort of pest that eats
crops, or the crop itself: I think that
people would be more interested in
the actual results that we get. But
what we're really trying to do is
develop the techniques that can
then be applied to these creatures
and plants that the people, quote
unquote, "care about."
CFF: Have you been able to
observe anything yet?
We're still pretty early. Even
though I didn't expect to see any differences between these three years,
the 2050s are actually already turning into adults, which was a little
surprising.
CFF: Is this premature?
I wouldn't say it's premature. I
thought these three particular temperature regimes were going to be
much closer than they're turning
out to be. Now, we just started getting adults last week, so.I really can't
say that for sure, but we are starting
to see some differences even though
the temperature changes over the
next 50 years are expected to be
pretty small. ...
You'll hear on the news, you
know, flowers are blooming earlier,
or birds are migrating earlier. We're
doing the same sort of things for
crickets. They don't migrate or
bloom, they hatch and reproduce
and lay these types of eggs.
CFF: And how are the crickets
fining in all ofthis?
They're doing fairly well. Maintaining these guys are a bit of a
struggle. In the fall I brought in three
undergraduates to help me mostly
to get them trained so .they are rip
ready roaring to go in the spring.
CFF: So are you going to end
this experiment in 2011?
2011, yeah. So this year we'll do
2000, 2025, 2050. Next year we'll do
2000 again, 2062, 2084. And the last
year we'll do 2000, we'll do, I think
it's 2093 is the year we've settled on.
And if something goes wrong here
we'll have four incubators to catch
up on anything that we missed or
let's say, for example this incubator
died for about a week at the begin:ning of the experiment. So we might
want to re-do those results because
something bad happened.
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COURTESYTRACY ALLEN

Daniel Angel, right, talks with one of the residents at Bishop Grady Villas in St. Cloud over spring break.

Volunteers helped poor
FROM Al

Angel said that CCM
students were originally
planning to volunteer in
1:iJew Orleans. over spring
break, but when they
found out that many
organizations in New
Orleans were already
booked with volunteers,
they decided to serve
· locally instead.
"I think it was really
good to show [the volunteers] that there's so much
to do right here in Orlando," Angel said.
.The group also sorted
products for low-income
families at Harvest Time
International in Sanford,
worked at a St. Cloud
group home for developmentally disabled adults
and
helped
nearby

churches. They worked
the grounds at St. James
Catholic Cathedral in
Orlando and served a
meal after a conf1rmation
rehearsal at Most Precious Blood Catholic
Church in Oviedo.
Angel said that CCM
tries to do either two
smaller service projects
or one large one each
year. Last year, CCM students traveled to Mexico,
and this year they volunteered in Miami over winter break and in Central
Florida for spring break.
"We had so much 'fun
the whole week," Angel
said "Like, you don't have
to go party or go to the
beach or whatever to have
a good time over your
break."
Junior business major

Scott Chuchla, who participated in CCM's service week, said this was his
first time doing service
projects for spring break.
He said it was a great
opportunity,
and he
would defmitely do it
again.
Sayles said that of the
groups that volunteer at
the Society of St. Andrew.
college students are one
of her favorites.
"They don't just worlc,
they have a really good
time doing it," Sayles said.
"But I have yet to be disappointed in any of our
college students because I
think if they choose to
give up a week of their
spring break to work for
the community, they're
going to be pretty darn
good kids."
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my family loves."

Education board approves
rescue plans for 12 schools
TALLAHASSEE - The
State Board of Education
has approved rescue plans
for Florida's 12 worst-performing schools.
The board Tuesday
voted unanimously for the
plans as part of an experimental program for complying with the federal No
RICHARD SENNOT/ STAR TRIBUNE
Child Left Behind Act.
Tom Kubiak delivered flowers to '7Os radical Sara Jane Olson's home in the
One school, a TallahasHighland Hills in St. Paul, Minn., on Tuesday. Olson was released from jail Tuesday.
see middle school, is being
closed. The plans include
Ex-1970s radical freed from
Daughter confronts Austrian
replacing principals and
Calif.
prison,
served
7
years
incest
father in videotape
. other staff if schools fail to
CHOWCHILLA,
Calif.
ST.
POELTEN, Austria
improve.
- Sara Jane Olson. the 1970s - The woman who bore
Florida is one of six
radical who assumed a new seven children through
states the federal governidentity
as a Minnesota incest and was allegedly
ment approved for the
·
housewife
while spending a locked in a squalid dungeon
pilot program. It combines
quarter
century
as a fugitive, for 24 years confronted her
state and federal school
was
released
from
prison father Tuesday in a videograding systems.
Tuesday,
a
corrections
tape shown in court - testiMost Florida schools
mony that could send him
spokeswoman said
have failed to make adeOlson.
62,
was
freed
just
to
prison for life.
quate yearly progress
Josef Fritzl, 73, has been
after
midnight
from
the
under the federal program
Central California Women's charged with murder, kidalthough three-fourths of
Facility in Chowchilla, in the napping, incest and rape in a
all schools earned J;;.s or B's
heart
of the state's farm case that has drawn media
on the state's report card
country about 150 miles attention from around the
southeast of San Francisco, world for its shocking alleT. Rowe Price to SP,onsor a
said
corrections spokes- gations.
Disney World exhibit
On Tuesday; jurors, Fritzl
woman
Terry Thornton.
BALTIMORE - A Baland
the rest of the court
Thornton
said
two
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existence on campus. The
killing spree that he com- private hospital ended with
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mind if W1Sconsin had the Abdel-Rahman Abdel-Aziz,
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if it did, Johnson said, he than his 24 years as he lay in
on campus after it lost
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pended as a result ofalleged
three counts of first-degree show the scar from the
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intentional homicide, six operation.
counts o~ attempted firstFor years, ~ord has
Community College head
degree intentional homicide spread among Egypt's destinew chief of state system
and one count of second- tute that selling a kidney WATERBURY, Vt.
degree sexual assault. He sometimes for as little as
The president of the Com$2,000 - can be a quick
pleaded no contest.
munity College ofVermont
He sits in solitary con- way out of a debt or to keep
is going to become the new
finement awaiting his from sinking deeper into
chancellor of the Vermont
mandatory life sentence on poverty. At rundown cafes,
State College system.
May 21. He doesn't expect they are hunted by middleOn July 1 Tim Donovan
the judge to give him a men working for labs that
will replace Robert Clarke,
match donors and recipichance for parole.
who will retire after 10
Johnson won't apologize ents, many of whom are foryears as head of the state
to the victims' families. "I eigners drawn to Egypt's
colleges.
don't care what they think," thriving,
underground
The Vermont State Colhe said ''Anyway; consider- organ trade.
leges are made up of ing the act I did, an apology
Egypt is one of a half
Castleton, Johnson and
would come off as. pretty dozen countries identified
Lyndon state colleges, Verby the World Health Orgaweak, you know?"
mont Technical College
According to a psycholo- nization as organ-trafficking
and the statewide Commugist's report released Tues- hot spots.
nity Colleges.
Under
international
day by the state Department
Together
the
five
of Justice, Johnson felt pressure, other trouble
schools have more than
empty and numb the day of spots like China, Pakistan
12,000 students.
the shootings and told the and the Philippines have
The 57-year-old Donodoctor his "purpose was to outlawed organ sales and
van has b een Community
kill. Jesus could have been barred foreigners from
College president since
walking with Moses that undergoing transplants to
2001.
day and I would have killed stop ''transplant tourism."
them."
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'09 SUMMER SESSIONS
Summer is no time to chill. Instead, turn up
the heat on your future by making the most
of UT's 2009 Summer Sessions.

More than 330 courses offered!
Class schedules and registration info at

School of Continuing Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Box 102F
Tampa, FL 33606-1490
(813) 253-6249 s-cs@ut,edu
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Somewhere around
Good Burger, Leonidas
rE:alized he needed help.
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2009 Student-LJuried
Student Art Competition
UCF students, faculty, and staff are
.invited to view the top pieces submitted
to the 2009 Student-Juried Student Art
Exhibition: The competition's theme was
"The Environment and Global Change:
Our Planet. Our Education. Our Future."

,,,_

T he top student entries will be
on display March 20-27 in the
UCF Psychology Building Atrium.

1(1

Stop by to view the products of
our student body's creative talent!

....................................................

'~...,,-.,....

UNIFYING THEME

OUR EDUCATION.
OUR FUTURE.
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Automatic retrieval center will find library books faster
FROM

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Al

a month.
"I'd really like to see
more computers because
every time I go in there,
there's about a million
kids and zero computers
available," Bruessel said.
Allen said in an e-mail
that they are currently
examining possibilities
to add personal computers in several locations,
including the first floor.
Reorganizing the floor
plan to make room for
the new computers
would make the space
more efficient, Allen
said.
They are also taking
study space into consideration.
Freshman micro and
molecular biology major
Douglas Reed said he
uses the library every
week for the group study
rooms and computers.
·~If I need to focus, I'll
go to the library," Reed
said.
For a quiet place to
study, the first and third
RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
floors are the place to go Representatives of the library Frank Allen, associate director for administrative services, and Meg Scharf,associate director for public services plan to add 20 new personal computers to the UCF Main Library.
with plenty of desks,
freshman art major director of the Office of adding on to it or building a only one of the locations visitors would be able to a newly built facility.
The ARC's cost is
they are looking at to build use the robotic storage sysChloe Smith said.
Facilities Planning, said new library entirely.
tem to collect reference dependent upon how much
The location of the new on, Newman said.
·~ long as they have no official plans have
material is
Ifa new library was built materials. Newman said reference
specific areas for desks, been made, but the library has been under conand they have specific library administrators sideration as well, Newman on campus, the existing about two million of the housed.
"There is no one price
areas for computers, I have spoken with him said. There is an axis that building would be convert- library's books could be
runs through the middle of ed to suit other academic kept in the ARC and visi- tag for a system, though the
don't think [the comput- about its future.
Newman said they the academic core from needs.
tors would ask for a book cost for even a small facility
ers] would take up too
One possibility for the instead of retrieving it would run into seven figmuch space," Smith said. have hired Holzman one side of campus to the
ures," Allen said.
Library administra- Moss Architects and other. It begins with the main part of the five-story themselves.
"You ask for the book
Allen said improving the
tion does hope for a new Turner Construction and Welcome Center and building is that it could be
library some day, Allen looked into various moves to Millican Hall. The changed into· classrooms and within 10 or 15 minutes library is a priority because
said.
options for upgrading Library and the Student for Business Administra- they would be able to give of its importance to UCF.
"Libraries are important
Peter
Newman, the existing library, Union line up on this axis, tion III. Then the part you the book you asked for,
added to the back in 1984 but stored very compactly centers for research, inforNewman said.
"We thought it was would be turned into Class- in this ARC system," he · mation and technology
access, study, collaboration
important from a master room II, Newman said.
said.
The custom-built sys- and instruction," Allen said.
planning sense to build a
An automatic retrieval
new library on that axis but center (ARC) is also an tem would not fit in the "We hope that an improved
on the other side of the aca- option the library is looking existing library due to the library will enhance all of
demic core," Newman said. into, Newman said.
height requirements, Allen these functions for the UCF
The Memory Mall is
To save space and time, said, so it must be housed in community."

.,

.,
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

One possibility for part of the library is tuming it into a business building.

4498 N. Alafaya Tri #212 • Ortando, FL 32828

Grand Openirg 30% OFF
Services Services Include:
• Manicures, pedicures, facials,
waxing, massage & many morel

JIMMY TO GO®
CATERING
BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS. PARTIES!

Nhung Tran

DELIVERY ORDERS will include adelivery
charge of 25c per item (•HDc)•

407-b412-5924
•
Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

•

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships .
• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
l~cen~ves • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
1
inc u e: • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)
.

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu
!\ " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"'
- - - - -...
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FREEBIES (SUBS s CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce. alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
4647 s. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD,

927 BEVILLE HD.

2258 W. INTERNATIDNAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

4000 CENTRAL FLORIDA BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.304.7740

386.253.2811

407.275.5911

407.882.2222

mo ORANGE AVE.
407.644.0055

PORT ORANGE

SOUTH DAYTONA

DAYTONA BEACH

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

WINTER PARK

''YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOf.lN'S!"(R)
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Senator alum trying to help get bill to Legislature
alumnus state Sen Lee Constantine to get the bill to the
Legislature. Since the Green
paign for the Green Fee.
Keith said because the Fee doesn't have to pass on
state Legislature must its own to become a law,
approve tuition changes at Constantine's office is lookpublic colleges and univer- ing for another bill to attach
sities, their emphasis has it to. Keith said it's just a
been on getting the Green matter of finding one that is
Fee on priority for the Legis- environmentally friendly
lature to pass into law this and likely to pass. .
'We don't ·want to attach
session
"When we talce it to the to coal mining or killing
state Legislature, especially . baby seals or anything,"
in this political climate, it's Keith said. "We want to
difficult to get that foot in attach it to something agreeable."
·the door," he said
Keith said he hopes to
The law would now
make the Green Fee manda- find that bill by the begintory for Florida public col- ning of next week.
leges and universities, he
In the best case scenario
said Rather, it would allow for the Green Fee, the bill
them the option to imple- would pass through its designated committee and genment it.
To begin charging the eral floor vote to become a
students, each school must law in July.
If that were to happen,
pass its own Green Fee
through its board of Benedetto said, UCF could
trustees, then hold another see the· rrrst dollar come in
for the fall 2010 semester.
student vote.
Benedetto said he is
Senior interdisciplinary
working on presenting a studies major Jessica Cross
resolution for the support of has been campaigning for
UCFs Board of TI.-ustees to the Green Fee in hopes that
it would fund projects such
support this month.
Meanwhile, the students as solar panel installation,
are working with UCF better
recycling
and
FROM

Al

The Department of Sustainability and Energy Management recently got a ZENN car that has zero emissions.

improvements
to
the
Arboretum.
As the Green Fee works
its way through the process,
Cross said the most important thing is that it retains its
emphasis on students.
"We want it to go
through as student con-

CFFARCHIVE

trolled;' she said 'We could control the fee. Originally,
have just taken the easy way students pitched that the
and handed it over to the committees be composed
faculty, but we're putting so half of students, plus one,
much energy into it to make thus maintaining a student
sure that students stay in majority. However, Keith
control of the Green Fee."
said that idea has met too
At each school, a desig- . much resistan~e in Tallahasnated committee would see to pass.

•

But that doesn't mean
students would be disenfranchised, Benedetto said
"No matter what, we will
not lose 50 percent students," he said "Originally,
what we wanted was a student majority, but it won't
pass that way. It's not necessarily crucial. Half will be
students chosen by students
and the other half will be
chosen by the president.
Obviously, he will put in
charge people who care
about sustainability, who
care about the environment."
Constantine, who has
been toted by organizers as
the <;keen Fee's biggest ally, .
said in an e-mail statement
that the student voice is
integral.
·
"I am very supportive of
the students' desire to establish a Renewable Energy
Technology fee at UCF and
the rest of Florida's State
Universities," Constantine
said. "Renewable energy is
vital to our future . and
requiring student -input
ensures that any money collected is utilized with the
best interest of the students."
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

•

•

....----------~--~~-·-- --~--------Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA

No one like you. No place like this.
for more information on graduate programs, call (904) 620-1360
or visit www.unf.edu/graduatestudies

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

•

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the Jast 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
W\\'W.dciplasma.com
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•
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN ARMY ROTC.
THE LEADER'S TRAINING COURSE ALLOWS STUDENTS TO RECEIVE 2 YEARS OF ROTC CREDIT.
ASK ABOUT THIS SUMMER TRAINING OPPORTUNITY AND A $5000 BONUS OFFER.
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Board would shape courses
FROM Al

''They would be providing the
business courses, and those
would be tau~ht face-to-face."

degrees, the highest
degree in a field of study.
"[The student] is wellprepared to go immediately in the community,"
Bishop said.
- PETER KINCAID
There
are
four
GRADUATE RESEARCH PROFESSOR ATTHE INSTITUTE
requirements for a proFOR SIMULATION & TRAINING
gram to be considered a
PSM. The degree program must have an advi"[Students get] to see, courses.
sory board made up of 'Will I be happy working
He said it's the only
industry · professionals. in this environment?"' way to reach a national
The program would also Poole said.
audience, and it's a conrequire an internship, ·
The concept was a lit- venient fit for students'
core and plus courses, tle slow on getting start- schedules.
which would provide ed, Poole said, because
"There's always a chalcourses outside of the some faculty members lenge to provide good
major.
"just didn't see it." But education in a Web-based
The advisory board now, he said faculty has program," Kincaid said.
would shape the major's realized that degrees
Kincaid said from his
curriculum, specifically need to head in the direc- . experience, some face-tothe plus courses.
face teaching makes a
tion of PSMs.
Max Poole, senior
As of right now, some program better, which
associate dean of the Col- programs are looking into makes the arrangement ·
lege of Graduate Studies, the possibility, but the with Embry-Riddle a
explained that the board . interactive
simulation win-win situation.
would consist of three or and training systems
Embry-Riddle would
four companies each master's degree program also award a certificate to
examining what skills and may start the program as the students in addition
experience their ideal early as fall 2009.
to the master's degree
· candidate for hire would
Peter Kincaid, gradu- from UCF.
have.
Eleanor Babco of the
ate research professor at
"If you were going to the Institute for Simula- Council of Graduate
get a job working for tion & Training, has been Schools (CGS) is the
Siemens, for example, working with Bishop to associate program direcwhat kind of course work develop the simulation tor of professional maswould be best for some- modeling and analysis ter's initiatives.
body that Siemens would degree program's PSM.
Babco was not availhire?" Poole said.
Kincaid said they are able for an interview but
The companies could developing a joint pro- released a statement saysuggest that a student gram with Embry-Riddle ing CGS is "thrilled" UCF
take business courses for , Aeronautical University is considering the prothe prospect of being a and in partnership with grams.
manager. Companies may the industrial engineer"Nationally, graduates
also suggest students take ing and management sci- have been hired by a varipsychology and human , ences department.
ety of business and govresources classes to learn
Embry-Riddle
was ernment organizations at
to interact with people.
starting
chosen
because
the competitive
The required intern- school has more than 140 salaries, and are well
ship would also give stu- teaching facilities around . positions to become
dents more insight into the world and has been industry leaders," Babco
what their careers would doing partnerships with said in the statement.
be like.
schools for years.
Kincaid said that if all
"It's a link to the indus"They would be pro- works out as planned, the
try,'\ Bishop said. , "The viding
the
business program can be ready as
employment
doors courses, and those would soon as the fall.
open." .
be taught face-to-face,"
"I think it's a great
Students would also Kincaid said, adding that move, and I'm pleased
get an insight into possi- the UCF courses have to we're having excellent
ble careers.
be taught via online support,'' Kincaid said.

UT MBA

TRUE ECONOMIC STIMULUS .

Graduates from the University of Tampa's MBA and MS business
programs consistently land lucrative positions* with companies
such as Bloomberg LP, Cisco Systems Inc., Coca-Cola Enterprises,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Procter & Gamble.
• MBA (part-time, full-time and weekends), MS in Accounting,
MS in Finance and MS in Marketing
• Develop business skills in project management, leadership, business
communications, market rese~rch and financial analysis
• Nine specialized MBA concentrations including Entrepreneurship,
Finance, International Business and Nonprofit Management
• Earn a degree in as·little as 13 months
• Call for information ·about Financial Aid
• No work experience required for admission
*Average salary for 2007 MBA graduates was$ 70,464.

INFO SESSIONS

March 28 I April 11

10 a.m.-noon I Sykes College of Business Room 134
RSVP: (813) 258-7 409 I utgrad@ut.edu I www.ut.edu/graduat~

TAMPA
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
401 W. Kennedy Blvd. , Tampa, FL 33606-1490

Hometarthe
Su.mmer
If you are going to be in
South Florida
·for the summer,
earn credits at FAU .

..

Get more from summer break:
• Pi,ck up credits that transfer back to UCF
• Get ahead or catch up
• Go to school while you work
To find out more, visit
www fau. edu/summerUCF·-----561 .297 .2408
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FOR RECAPS OF TUESDAY'S ACTION AND A PREVIEW OF UCF-FLORIDA BASEBALL, GOTO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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Woman's b s etball selection show
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The UCF Women's Basketball team cheers after learning it would be the No. 14 seed in the Raleigh region of the NCAA Tournament.The Knights will play the No. 3-seeded UNC Tar Heels on Saturday in Chattanooga, Tenn.

•

Knights to face Tar Heels in

first NCAA berth since 1999
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

J· 0

The UCF Women's asketball team waited ore
than a week for Monday
night.
Gathered around a television in assistant coach Greg
Brown's living room, the
Knights watched in earnest
as ESPNs They Wingo, Kara
Lawson and Carolyn Peck
announced the seedings for
the 2009 NCAA Tournament. When the UCF logo
popped up, showing that the
Knights would play the University of North Carolina in
the f'rrst round, the room
erupted into cheers and
excitement.

More photos ofthe
selection at
www.UCFNews.com

''.All of this is just overwhelming, to be honest,"
UCF guard Angelica Mealing said. "I just couldn't help
but just smile. And now it's
like the anticipation is over,
and now we finally know
who we're playing, and
we're ready to practice and
get ready to prepare."
UCF will play the Tar1
Heels on Saturday at noon
in Chattanooga, Tenn., in the
f'rrst round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The Knights, who some
predicted would be a 15

Past 10 games: 7-3

vs.

for North Carolina. It's an
exciting time. It's something
that's a f'rrst for UCF in Conference USA" .
This is the f'rrst time UCF
has made the tournament
PLEASE SEE

•
Overall: 27-6
Past 10 games: 7-3

Football

Shut out: Clemson mauls UCF

Taaffe to install
pro-style offense

Staff Writer

On a sweltering Monday, the UCF Women's
Tennis team dropped to 8-5
after a 7-0 drubbing at the
·hands of the No. 13 Clemson Tigers.
The Knights faced five
Tigers that were ranked in
singles competition, including the f'rrst and fourthranked players in the nation.
They also had to endure
two ranked doubles pairs.
The pair of sophomore
Jenny Frisell and senior
Elvira Serrot fell 8-0 to the
No. 20 team of Ani Mijackia and Keri Wong. The
freshman
duo Alexis
Rodriguez and Andrea
Yacaman also dropped
their match 8-2 to No. 30
Josipa Bek and Ina
Hadziselimovic.
In the final doubles
match, freshman Christy
Core and junior Katie
Orletsky almost pulled the
upset, but lost 9-7 in the
end to Alexandra Luc and
Estefania Balda. After
dropping all three decisions in doubles, UCF
trailed 1-0 heading into singles competition.
At the No. 1 spot, Frisell
faced Mijackia, No. 1 in the ·
·nation, and led at one point

RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Christy Core, seen here against Florida A&M on Jan. 22, lost 6-4, 6-0 to
Clemson's Keri Wong on Monday. Core was also named C-USA's Player of the Week.

in the first set before falling
7-6 (5), 6-2.
"I'm very happy with
my performance," Frisell
said. "I think I competed
well, but she played better
in the second set.
"She was able to push
me back in the court and
her serve was bigger than
mine. Hopefully I'll beat a
ranked
player
soon,
because I've been so close."
Yacaman also had a
challenge at the No. 2 spot,
facing No. - 4 Bek. She
jumped out to an early 5-0
.lead in the first set, but Bek
rallied, taking the match 75, 6-4.
"I was extremely frus-

11)

trated but started playing a
lot better, and I learned a
lot from it," Yacaman said. ·
Serrot dropped a-6-3, 6-2
decision at the No. 3 spot to
No. 76 Balda, although she
had a slight lead early in the
second set.
At the No. 4 spot,
Rodriguez was the only
Knight to win a set, taking
the second set against. No.
117 Hadziselemovic, but
she fell 6-1, 2-6, 6-3.
Core lost the decision at
the No. 5 spot 6-4, 6-0 to
No. 101 Wong. At the No. 6
spot, Katie Orletsky fell 7-5,
6-'-l to Laurianne Henry.
PLEAS~SEE

KNIGHTS ON A9

•

UCF ON A9

Women's tennis ·

CARLOS PINEDA

•
•
•
•

.,

UCF head coach Joi Williams answers questions from local media members following
the selection show Monday. Williams, who has led the Knights to the NCAA
Tournament in her second season with the school, said her team has nothing to lose.

seed, are the 14 seed in the
Oklahoma City region.
"Well, we're excited,"
UCF head coach Joi
Williams said. ''We're excited to know our opponent
now. And, obviously, we'll
have a specific game plan

•

NEWS TO NOTE

There will be some new
. SOME FRESH FACES
challenges on both sides of
The Knights will have at least seven
~the ball for the UCF Football
new starters on the defensive side of
team heading into the openthe ball.
ing of spring practice on
Thursday.
ASMOKIN' JOSH?
Offensive
coordinator
Highly touted freshman Josh
Charlie Taaffe and defensive
Robinson is listed as returning punts
coordinator Dave Huxtable
on the spring depth chart.
spoke with media on Monday about some of the
changes and challenges that about how tough it is for an
both units will have heading offense to rely on a freshman
into spring practice. For in both premier positions on
Taaffe, it's pretty hard for his offense, with Rob Calabrese
offense to get any worse than becoming the starting quarit was last season.
terback and Brynn Harvey
''I know th~re is only one
emerging as the main runway we can go unless they ning back.
add another team," said
As far as a different style
Taaffe, who took over· the . of offense goes, Taaffe is conoffense almost two months fident that Calabrese can
ago. 'There is 119 [teams], and grab hold of the new system.
we were right on it. It's cer"If I had to coin it or captainly a challenge and the end sulate it in a couple words, it
result at the end of the day is would be pro-style offense
what matters, but there are a with the option," Taaffe said
lot of factors that go into "How far we go with the
that."
option will depend on the
The offense scored just abilities of the quarterbacks
16.6 points per game last sea- and what they can do. I think
son and recorded 2,754 yards
of total offense. Taaffe talked
PLEASE SEE OFFENSE ON A9
p
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UCF quarterback
Rob Calabrese is
listed as the
starter on the
spring depth chart
and may have to
incorporate some
option plays into
. his repertoire.

•

UCF wants a victory
FROM

COREY MAYNARD/
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE
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Offense to mix in option
A8
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Rob can do it.
"So, we'll be a mix of
some of the spread concepts from the shotgun and
some of the spread option
concepts, but a traditional
pro-style offense. I think at
least starting out for us we'll
be more of a one-back formation to start."
That one back could be
Harvey, who came on
strong at the end of the season in 2008. He finished
with 519 yards rushing on
125 attempts and averaged
4.2 yards per carry.
Another
intriguing
name at mnning back will
be James Poe, who transferred from Georgia Military College. The 6-foot-4,
230 pound back could also
see some time at running
back behind Harvey.
''Based on a year ago, I
think Brynn Harvey really
showed in the latter part of
the season that he started to
get it for what it took to be a
college tailback in the I-Formation," Taaffe said "I have
heard good things about the
Weaver kid. James Poe is
going to be interesting with
another mid-year transfer
that came in from Georgia
Military and is a [big] running back."
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Calabrese should get a
little bit of pressure off his
shoulders with receivers
Rocky Ross, AJ. Guyton
and Kamar Aileen coming
back healthy in the receiving corps. He also has Brian
Watters, who led the team
in yards and receptions
with 594 and 42, respectively. The Knights are looking
to throw the ball more
down the field after averaging just 4.5 yards per pass
last season.
"In a perfect world, I
would like to take two shots
a quarter," Taaffe said.
"Even ifyou don't complete
them, you are sending a
message that hey, we are
going to be aggressive, and
we are going to go after you
and try to generate some
plays down the field.''
Although the offense
will have a similar look, the
defensewillgetamakeoveL
Outside of the defensive
line, the Knights have seven
new starters on defense,
including replacing the
entire senior class of Joe
Burnett,- Jason Venson,
Sha'reefRashad and Johnell
O'Neal.
One ofthe players trying
to fill the void in the secondary will be Derrick
Hallman, who was moved
. to the ~tarting free safety

spot after starting at outside
linebacker last season.
"Derrick was a safety
coming out of high school
that we moved up to linebacker," Huxtable said 'We
have used Derrick in the
last couple of years as kind
of a nickel back for us. He
was very excited about the
move and has worked very
hard in the offseason learning the defense back there."
The strength for the
defense will be on the front
line. The Knights return
starters Jarvis Geathers,
Bruce Miller and Torrell
Troup to an already stacked
line that boasts Darius Nall,
who returns after a seasonending injury last season,
and Chris Martin, a promising freshman.
As for the linebackers,
Huxtable is looking for Jordan Richards to be the playmaker behind the defensive
line.
"If Jordan Richards can
stay healthy, he is a guy that
can make plays;' Huxtable
said "He just has a knack
for slipping blocks and just
being fluid Jordan can be a
big playmaker for us with
just how hard he plays."
Spring practice will
begin at 9:10 a.m. on Thursday with the annual spring
game coming on April ll.

A8

since the 1999 season,
when the Knights were in
the Atlantic Sun Conference and were a 16 seed.
The Knights lost in the
first round to Louisiana
Tech.
UCF also appeared in
the tournament in 1996.
"Hopefully it will be
something for the future
that our kids want to get
used to and want to strive
to make it happen every
year," Williams said.
Earlier · in the week,
Williams had said that she
expected the Knights to be
between a 12 seed and a 15
seed, and · she said that
being so low in the bracket
is not really a hindrance to
her team.
"We're the low seed,
we're the underdog, and
we have absolutely nothing to lose,'' Williams said.
"When you get to this
point, there are 64 teams
that all have a right, if you
will, to try to get to St.
Louis."
The NCAA Final Four
will be held in St. Louis,
Mo., and the Knights will
have to win four games to
get there.
A tournament appearance appeared · unlikely
after
UCF
struggled
through the nonconference portion of its schedule
The Knights started the
season 2-11 but rebounded
to win 15 of the their final
20 games, including four

CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Guard Angelica Mealing, one of seven UCF players from Georgia, said she expects
to have several family members present when UCF plays in Chattanooga, Tenn.

NEWS TO NOTE
ANOTHER FROM THE ACC
North Carolina will be the second
team from the Atlantic Coast
Conference that UCF has played.
The Knights lost to Wake Forest in
overtime on Dec.19.
NOT MUCH HISTORY
Saturday's game will be the
second meeting all-time between
the Knights and the Tar Heels.
UNC holds a 1-0 advantage.
wins in four days to cap-

ture their first Conference
USA Championship on
March 8.
Williams said UCF will
have to prepare for an athletic UNC team that
rebounds well and loves to
run in transition.
"Now that we know
who our opponent is, ...
now we can really focus
in," Williams said. :'And
since they know who

we're
talking
about,
they're familiar with seeing North Carolina on TV
and that kind of thing, I
think we can get their
attention a little bit more
in those areas."
But the Knights are eyeing more than an appearance in Chattanooga: They
want a victory.
"We don't want to be
one and done," Mealing
said 'We are going to go in
there and compete hard
and hopefully we come
out on top."
UCF will face an
extremely uphill battle to
get past UNC and beyond,
but sophomore forward
Emma Cannon said all the
teams in the tournament
are 0-0, and UCF has a
good a chance as any other
team.
"Hey, we're here, and
we've shown them we can
play," Cannon said. "So
we're just ready to go out
there and do it."

Knights face Tennessee next
FROM

A8

Despite the loss, Yacaman was still able to find
positives.
"Even though we lost
today, I feel like we're
doing so much better, and I

feel like we're fighters, and
I think that's extreII_lely
important when it comes
to winning matches;' Yacaman said.
"We're playing at a
higher level and the little
difference is just keeping

that intensity for the
whole match, .and we're
working on that."
UCF next hosts another
ranked opponent, the No.
12 Tennessee Volunteers,
on Friday at 2 p.m. at the
UCF Tennis Complex.
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OUR STANCE

A fe'1V members
mar frat's image
I

n a democratic society,
where policy and laws
are cDnsidered representative only with the consent
of a majority, it is surprising
how, in some cases, just a
few people can ruin things
for a whole group.
That could become a
harsh reality for the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity.
The fraternity, which has
been placed on interim suspension, could wind up
being removed from campus
as a result of a sexual battery
investigation that resulted in
no criminal charges, and
which involved, according to
the Beta Theta Pi national
office, only five of 120 members of the fraternity's UCF
chapter.
The UCF suspension also
involves alcohol-related misconduct, disorderly conduct
and other offenses related to
an unspecified number of
Beta Theta Pi members.
These allegations stem from
an incident that took place at
the fraternity's national headquarters in Oxford, Ohio.
According to the national
office, the 70 members of the
UCF chapter were in Oxford
for a meeting.
No criminal charges were
filed, though. according to a
Beta Theta Pi representative,
some members were suspended from the fraternity
for the remainder of their
undergraduate career.
An official UCF hearing
has not yet taken place, and
those accused are presumed
innocent, as they would be in
a court of law.
If the university finds the
fraternity to be in violation, it
will undoubtedly result in
severe penalties for the

•

only fraternities and sororiwhole of a fraternity based
on the actions of a few of its
ties can provide.
·m embers.
But there is a flip side to
that coin.
If the accusations are
It's important that the frafound to be false, the whole
ternities at UCF take this
of the fraternity will still
case, whatever its outcome,
have been subjected to a
as an opportunity to remind
strict suspension from the
school that limits their ability their members that every
negative action a brother
to visit campus and also
takes reflects negatively on
from self-imposed sanctions,
both his fraternity and the
some of which the national
fraternity system as a whole.
leadership said would not
It's important they
end with the upcoming hearremember the university will
ing.
treat them as one unit, not a
In either case, many of
collection of individuals.
Beta's members who have
It's important that they
done nothing wrong will still
remind their members that
be penalized before this is
sexual violence, like hazing,
over; a reality that is unfair
by any standard.
doesn't just ruin the image of
a fraternity - it ruins lives.
Sexual battery is a serious
It's important that the
offense, and one that has
plagued the fraternity system leadership of fraternities be
· ready to take actions against
throughout the nation. The
their own members and their
result is that sexual misconown fraternities, if necessary.
duct has almost become a
as Beta Theta Pi has done.
part of the 'frat boy' stereotype. That too is unfair to the
According to its national
leadership, the fraternity will
majority of fraternity brothno longer allow alcohol in its
ers who have likely never
house and will not serve
engaged in such despicable
behavior.
alcohol at its events for a
So, if lumping all of the
year.
The university has an
members of a fraternity
together when punishing or
obligation to deal with stujudging the actions of indidents, fraternity members or
otherwise, who break the law
viduals is unfair, then what
should the university do difor who violate the Golden
ferently?
Rule.
The answer is simple; the
It's up to the fraternities
university shouldn't change a to realize that prevention is
thing. It's up to the fraterniin their best interest, and that
ties to make their members
they will continue to be held
realize the consequences of
responsible for the behavior
their actions.1It's not fair, but of their members.
People join a frat to be a
it's reality. 1
part of something bigger
Fraternitif s _preach brotherhood and qni_ty above all
than themselves.
When those who get in
other virtues. One of the
main reasons so many join a
don't act with that in mind,
frat is for the sense of conthey are not the only ones
nectedness and of family that who suffer for it.

Srm Rail ralliers
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

This is the flfth fraternity in the
last six years to be suspended for
similar actions at UCF. It's unfortuThis is sad that a whole fraterni- nate that these situations keep
occurring, but something needs to
ty is to be held responsible for a
be
done about it. As a recent alumfew people who MAY have made
some bad decisions that have yet to na of the school and the greek system, I speak from experience.
be proven.
When
you are a member of an
No one seems to mention all the
organization such as these, the
good that the fraternity has done
actions of one represent the whole
for the community. They have
like it or not, it's just part of the
raised money for charities and
package.
have done a lot of good for the
community. It is just like these big
UCFAWMNI
'
companies in the press.
Example: AIG. You have a few
Beta Theta Pi is an amazing
bad apples but you also have a lot
chapter at UCF and five people
of great people who have worked
allegedly messing up should not be
to make it a good company and
grounds to remove them from
they are being grouped with the
campus. We're all hoping for the
bad seeds. We cannot predict what best, boys!
anyone may do but that does not
UCF
mean that they are all guilty
because of someone else's actions.
Also people need to remember
the Duke[University] incident. No
They are not suing for just
charges were filed in this incident
$15,000.
Re-read the suit. They are
and should everyone suffer
suing for "at least'' $15,000, which
because of allegations from one
establishes the court's jurisdiction.
woman who does not want her
(ie. small claims court versus big
story verified. In this country you
boy court.) They are going for milare innocent until proven guilty!
It is unfair to stereotype a group lions. 'frust me.
They should not be attacked,
of fine young men for the
however. It was a perfect storm of
ALLEGED actions of possibly
events that lead to this and now
FIVE individuals.If there was any
UCF
has to pay dearly for it.
sexual misconduct where are the
UCF should learn to be more
criminal charges.;,
aware of liability, especially with
CONCERNED PARENT public safety and their students,
faculty and staff:
'Ihlly, this is an instance where
UCFSTAFF
Student Conduct does not need to
punish the entire organization
He knew that he had the sicklePunish the few who did such
cell trait. The family knew it. And
things.
Beta does terrific things for this that is a risk you take when you
campus, and they have outstanding play any sport, especially one as
leaders in SGA, IFC, Greek Council demanding as college football. It's
nobody's fault. It just happened.
and other on-campus organizaAnd
there is an obvious bias at the
tions. I wish these guys luck and I
Sentinel.
hope that they make it through
this.
TIM

Offidals suspend frat
Beta Theta Pi
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oday, the Capitol building in Tallahassee will
look like the lobby of
the Student Union when proponents of SunRail arrive.
Even some UCF professors
are ditching class right now to
attend the SunRail Rally,
offering their voices to the
resounding plea for commuter rail in Central Florida
Noise enough to boost the
Central Florida economy with
a $L2 billion commuter project that could generate over
11,000 jobs?
Sounds like it.
With SunRail and other
stimulus-worthy proposals on
the table, legislators will have
to get their hands dirty before
Florida loses hundreds of
thousands of dollars in federal
transportation funds.
Local organizations and
businesses are eager to retain
that grant money, so the Central Florida community has
begun pulling out all the
stops. The rally is part of the
Capitol Connection, and
Orlando has a few Capitol
connections of its own.
A coalition of eight Chambers of Commerce in Central
Florida are cooperating to
present resolutions of support
for SunRail to Senators Lee
Constantine, Andy Gardiner
and Mike Haridopolos.
The Florida Senate has 40
members, so a three-man
head start is good news. The
rail will run 61 miles from
Deland to Poinciana, and one
woman, Sen. Paula Dockery,
Us standing in the way.
\'t: Attempting to shield her

during the next 30 years of
hometown from heavier
construction, operation and
Interstate 4 traffic and more
frequent freight trains, Dockmaintenance, according to an
ery has committed her ageneconomic development
da to killing the SunRail bill.
analysis of the Central Florida
Considering that adding
Commuter Rail.
And how can UCF benefit
one lane to I-4 would cost billions of dollars - and that it
from all this commuter rail
would need to happen if Sunhullabaloo?
Rail is killed - this SunRail
Assuming the economic
stalemate is a no-brainer, a
forecasts and hypotheticals
product of political hardhead- pan out, UCF will have to
edness. It's not even a bipartiwait a while for the tricklesan squabble.
down to reach East Orlando.
'Iransportation money is
Not to say that a town the
transportation money, and
size of Lakeland deserves the
Florida is not cutting any part
short end of the stick, but
of the gap-ridden budget furwith the potential economic
development of Central Flori- ther to fund this endeavor.
da in mind, SunRail makes
A significant economic
and political player in the
sense. Floridians need to
make voluntary sacrifices for
Orlando community, UCF has
each other, especially while
to take a stand on the matter.
shouldering a $5 billion budgAnd since it's a no-brainer,
the university needs to jump
et shortfall.
Mickey and Minnie are
on the SunRail caboose.
down with SunRail, too.
UCF students and staff: as
The Walt Disney Co. is
Floridians, should encourage
throwing their support ,
projects like SunRail for their
behind the railway in order to
greater utilitarian scope, even
free up congestion that turns
ifUCF is cropped out of the
away local guests. SunRail
picture.
would create a spine for
The increasing political
Orlando's commuter system
involvement from the comand encourage more urban
munity is exciting. People are
sticking their necks out in
growth rather than suburban
larger numbers, with more
sprawl
Because SunRail is
willingness and persistence.
So score two for the home
mapped to pass between venteam; one for the Capitol
ues like the Amway Arena
Connection and one for Disand Disney World, the
prospect of economic devel- - neyWorld
SunR.ail will soon learn its
opment in the region is
fate, and hopefully the Central
surefire.
Florida community has bolVolusia, Seminole, Orange
and Osceola counties would
stered enough support behind "the train to push it onto the
yield more than $,.981 million
in commercial b~ess sales
tracks.

The Future encourages comm~nts from readers.fnorder to be considereMor publication,
letters to the editor should pot exceed 300words; we may etlit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentraJFloridtiFuture.com or faxthem to 407-447°4556.Questions? Call 407-447--4558.

MAN ON THE STREET ·
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

''How have you cut
back your expenses?"
CLARK LACHCIK

BRETT MYERS

MARK MURPHY

Micro and molecular biology, Senior

Forensic science, Senior

Biology, Senior

"Not .at all. I have 100 percent
Bright Futures, and I still have
my job."

''Yeah, I'm trying to only spend
money on the essentials now."

"(I've cut back on) alcohol, I
buy it when it is on sale and
cheap beer."
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PETE GUNN

RACHEL AN EMA

JARED ADAMS

Sports fitness, Junior

Accounting, Sophomore

Ecomomics, Sophomore

"I've actually lowered my standard to find ajob, and moneywise I haven't stopped spending money but, I did get a job."

"I've quit eating out so much,
and I've been leaving my debit
card at home."

"I'm just not sure what's going
to happen next, and there is a
lot of uncertainty. I've been
saving as best I can just in ·"'case."•1
i0
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Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKn~htNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Oriando FL 32817

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

VISA. MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Customer Servx::e Representalive
waited to 'l\00( FTPT ~riday.
F-or more Info. Cal 336-923--71 W
or 888-666-8565

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a clay potential.No
Expeliernl Neoessay: Traiirg
Provided. /J,qa 18 + OK 000-9656520 x 1W.

•

SummerJobs

L.JCF,NE ORLANDO

--$2100

Colonal Pointe l..J.Jxuy Apls
1 & 2 Beduoms Free W/D, pool,
fitness center, palbs.
2300 Eo:r1 Ci". 4W-679-6061

-Co-E:!Carrp
-Se,,e,Weeks
-Room ard l3c8d lrd.Jded
Get Paa to Play!
The Fbri:ia Elks Youth Carrp (FEYC)
needs male end female&mmerca'Tl)
Couiselora ages 18 end l.4>- FEYC is
an averriglt ca'Tl> localed off of
1-iglway 450 in Umablla, FL The
ca'Tl) n.nsJllle BtthJuy 25th. Please
ront:d Krys Rajand at 800-523-1673
ext251 or352-455-4267

100
125
150
175

HelpWanted:General
HelpWanted:Part-Tnne
HelpWanted:Full-Tune

C
C
C

Business Opportunities

200 For Rent Homes
22S ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates

B
B
B
A

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

RRST MON7l-l IS FREEi
Newly rerovaled CXJITTTUily in
Winta" Pai< offel's 1/1 Lrits!

$600tro incLdes utiities!
Call 4W-678-6111 tJr more
informaoon. $100 WOVES YOU IN

Master Becioom w,priv bath. Ful
hoose priv: Wa:J,/Dry. Nice dean
txiuse. 8 mies from UCF.

•
Career Boot Camp Apr1141h
Major event geared towards
helping you uther your C8n!8r
in this economy.
Call 321-257-0800 or visit

www.crawfordthomascom.
Space is 6miledl .
D.liedo Pet Sitter Waited:
E,cpaiet ced, matue, MJtpe

oogs, a few afternoons per VYeek.
O\liedopel5itle@gnal.com

Female models needed br µTit
No expaiet ice necessay.

Small mgmt co. In OVledo seeking
person with QB exp. for general
office work and bookeeplng. No

ngrts or weekends,~ only
Please Call LJnda at 407-706-0341
Ptr Stn:lay AM Chlocae
St PnipsArf;;ji,:;al'l Oum i1
S.E Orla1cb is ~ br nusery
VIOl<era. f-bl.rs 8:45AM-12:00.

Ctud1 rusery experierice
preferred not req'd.
Repyto IVii::helle {Nt..rsery Coord)
407-341-9a)'.) Mebn248@ool.com

S11.dentJ=lice$45Gtro. or
$125Wk., funished; incLdes
cable, 1/'lifi. 805-709-3155

SERVICES · _

~

-

Bar1enders Needed Now
Prfl No experierice necessay.
321-274-1101
Fbooa Ba1erders Asoociaoon/Agercy

Ft.n (pool),Ea-;;y (all tiled floors),L.arge (41.3), Corn..e1ient (dose to
UCF) Great,slu:lent home @
$aJ()Gmol (904) 47Hl865

www.~.com

•

MUSTSEE!!!

8
A
A
8
A
B
B

Services
Announcements
Traver

B
8

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multi~ publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

suldolku

8

3
.

@

1

4
4 1 8
2
8 4 1
3
1
2 7 5

4
6 3 9
2

~ c:omµBhensive

seMES
(X-rays, lab, SfXll1S p,ysical..)
withn ourroity. We're q:>el18d
1orY,J t-K:.uson week~ and
q:>el18d on Sa!udays. Providirg
physical exarninalion for $50.00
t.ntilApnl 2009. 0-.ed{ www.ki1<manmedicalccom. Cal
407-298--4045 for appoi1tment
Adctess is 882 South Ki1<man
Rooo, 0!1ancb, Fl.32811

Blll.t
$J.9
$J..3

First issue:
Each addl issue:

, .

WAU<-INS weloome! Kirkman

P~es by Pappooom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

3 5 7

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

2

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Edible

17'x19'ft. Room Avail in East
Orlando. Home, Prlvale bath, walk In
closet. $550tno. lnlanet, all cable
channels, gym, garage & pool.

submarines
7 Periphery
10 Tibetan VIP
14 Noah's peak
15 Lennon's
widow
16 Son of Judah
17 Papeete's
location
18 Standing
against
• 20 Container
21 Pooch pest
22 Dead heat
23 Quick
beginning
27 Entire amount
28 CBS logo
29 Trifle (with)
30 Tijuana
residences
32 Import-export
difference
36 Actor Jude
37 Turf ventilating
device
38 Badlands states
42 Turner o r
Kennedy
43 Body of a plane
44 More secure
47 _-de-lance
48 Part of NYC
49 Botch
50 Smaller distance
between rails
55 Ring king
56 Uh ... pardon me
57 Samuel's
mentor
58 Attorneys'
jargon
60 Thrash
64 Arthurian lady
65 Cape~ MA
66 Trouser fold
67 Newly decorate
68 E-mail period
69 Cautious b01ttor

Call Fred 850-291-3183

Rooms br ra,t i16 bed25 bath
hoose, rrinutesfrom UCF. Rert
$450 irdt.rlng utiities. Cal l.a..ra
at407-491-1203.

SlJBLEASE Looking for a
Female to sublease room in :W
becroom, May to July 2009, In
Pegasus ColVleclion, only one
mloote from UCF, $565 per
month includes utilities.
Preeently only one rooi ,. nate.
For Inquiries, please contact
N i k k i a t ( ~.

a l ~ i1cl. $800 dep:>sit
$775tro 4W-41&8369
Available/lSAP Sherv.ood R>rest
House 3,Q $1050tno
Cbse to UCF W/D, dshwasher rd.
Cal Heather 4W-937-2900
or 402-20&7577
8ea.Jtifu 3.Q aJSlrJm ci..plex. 2 mies to
UCF1150s:Jft.~&fa1Ml
service incl. !lbn--srrmlg. $12.SGtno.
+ secuity deposit 407-359-o001

www.workforstudents.com

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Medical CenlEf is a new dnc that
i s ~ new patienls. We·

~ Gide ilalian tae thtll.gD..t

----1

~

325
350
375
400
500
600
700

C..tl"J 'for 1/m1r '7-1.,.(/f, ~ 1fkfi,,,_,,

2bd,25ba Uy renovated 1!1Mi1ome i1

Located Near Campus
- - - 407-679-2700

RATES

9 6

'l\00(.

Cal John 321-961-1517

·. ·

Rate

lm!l

100

, 2009

f

$425,tno. Lg tx:im in hoose tJr
rent Screened pool, 1w Internet.
cable, W/D, garage. Clean, ctt.g
free. Mi1s to UCF & VCC. Cal
321-243-7170 or citlet@ool.com.

•

DOWN
1 Boater or
bowler
2 Period
· 3 Cheer
4 Small antelope
5 Dine at home

AvailableAlg.JstDt4Jle,si1Sherv.ood
R>rest 3,Q $95Qmo & 2,2 $750mo
Cbse to UCF. W/D, dshwasher rd.
Cal 4W-937-2900 or 402-20&7577

1/18/0I

© 2008 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All rlghta ..._...,ed.

6 Wasp's defense
7 Santa's landing
strip
8 Not out-ofbounds
9 Gloomy Gus
1 o _ Gatos, CA
11 Brookner and
Loos
12 Philippines city
13 Anaheim nine
19 Breakfast patty
23 Greek cheese
24 Lute's cousin
25 Calendar length
26 Lead actor
31 Mil. infraction
33 Appointment
34 Everlasting
35 Mars or Mercury
36 Spanish article
38 Old Spanish
coin
39 Prohibited
40 All aflutter
41 Desiccated
43 Make turbulent
44 Envelope closer

SPARISABINIFANG
L O W E
H O R N E
A R A L
0 L E S
A L O N G
R I P E
P O D U N K--- E N C A S E
L 0 0 K 5 0 V E R•
S A N T A - E M u-w
A T T
R E A T E 5
EG 0
}: ~~
A
L
L
F
0
R
L A X
~~ }!
p A L I N E
]: ~.§.
_Q_ .!.. ~
5 N A F u • G E T• E A R L S
U N D E R S E L LS H A S
S E N T
A L E
A V E R
C A V S
A L 0 E
X I L
Cl T E
T E N 5
E L S E
E E M

--I~
--- ---

i~ ii

45 Golonka or Dahl

46
47
51
52

Ice-cold
California city
In advance
Raquel of "One
Million Years
B.C."

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

How ·Do 1·Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?
You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

I•
2.

Text stop to end at
any time.

Grab your cell phone.

Select messages on your
main .menu

Write a new text message,

"UCFHOOPS

4.

5.

0

·

Send -chis message to 44636

(41NFO).
Begin receiving

.

UCF Knights Basketball Seo

<!enttaf 3Fflli:-iba 3Futui:-i
·mml

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!

.•
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

•

--

53 Harsh light
54 Made
public
59 Big fuss
61 Old cloth
62 Employ
63 MPH word

•

•

--

Last issue solved

•

•

--

•

A12

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Marth 18, 2009 • ~ 3=lori&t ~re
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beauty bash
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Lu_v: ur .e s_o~-~iq.1:1_ -_e _. _~- cu_tel
1.( _ Ttle
m24k~uA rocks!
I
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¥1

-

·*=•,,,

University of Central _·
Florida Bookstore

"'

•

~

./

· Thx! been selliog tons.--.'

.

. ..
: -Wednesday, March 18, 2009
· · 4pm to 6pm ,
,
~~E

f

WHY: ,·
·u'.-e cutt

dge

Learn the latest makeup and style tfps
from mark experts~

y

e j

ree s" ag!

Get hooked up withfree mark product

yo
.spare cash
Learn how to sell on-trend beauty

lp

and fashion products.

•
•
•
•

rnark.

makeup & fashion you can buy and sell
',

it pays to be a social beauty"'
go to meetmark.com and
become a mark Rep today.

'

